
 
   

      

      

      Permanent Dock Construction 

 

 

The use of steel pilings rather than traditional wood pilings is a sound 
investment.  Wave action and currents found in bodies of water apply constant 
force and movement to the soils beneath the dock. A steel pile is meant to 
penetrate through the shallow soils and into the solid soil material found deep 
below the surface, and because our permanent docks are anchored to the lake 
bed, our docks offer stability, durability, and longevity.  

Brawdy Marine uses round, 6 inch, steel pilings and 6 inch steel H-beams 
as the foundation of our rugged, stationary docks. The implementation of steel 
piling installation to a building plan adds many benefits. The main advantage of a 
steel dock anchored by steel piling is that it inhibits settling of the structure after 
installation. Steel pile and H-beam construction is durable, cost effective, 
structurally superior, resistant to marine rot, and successfully resistant to “frost 
heaving” in many different soil conditions. Also, steel piles leave the lake bottom 
and natural habitat virtually undisturbed. 

 
The driving of pilings requires specialized equipment. Our pile driving is 

barge based. The steel pilings are set into the ground in pairs, and are driven into 
rock using impact force produced from a hydraulic pile driver.  A properly 
constructed foundation is designed to accommodate the weight of the structure 
(both the live load and dead load), as well as the load bearing characteristics of 
the soils below. 

The length of the steel piling will depend upon the depth of penetration 
into the earth, the final height of the dock surface and the desired height of the 
pilings over the dock surface. In order to provide the proper structural integrity 
and longevity to the project, pilings will be effectively driven to refusal. 

The substructure of the wood deck consists of 2 x 10 pressure treated 
joist stringers. The area between two pairs of pilings makes up one section of 
substructure. The steel H-beams connect the pairs of pilings together using 
welded connections and serve to support the pressure treated stringers. The 
stringers lie on top of the steel H-beams and serve two purposes. First, they 
connect the pairs of pilings together, to create an interconnected substructure. 
Second, they provide the base for securing the deck boards. Pressure treated 2 x 
12 skirting around the perimeter is attached to the outside stringers. Additional 
stringers are placed 16” on center, attached to the headers, and serve as support 
for the foot traffic on the deck boards.  The deck boards are made of 5/8” 
pressure treated or composite lumber, which is satisfactory for foot traffic.  
Galvanized steel hardware is used to prevent premature corrosion. 

The use of strong, durable, high quality materials paired with the 
craftsmanship of Brawdy Marine Construction will minimize costly replacement; 
providing years of service and enhancement to  your lakeside living. 

 

 The above mentioned construction techniques apply under normal 
conditions.  At times, unusual circumstances may not allow us to proceed in 
this manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


